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Partisanship and Reciprocity in Cross-Chamber
Legislative Interactions
Justin H. Kirkland
R. Lucas Williams

University of Houston
University of Houston

The bicameral nature of most U.S. legislatures implies that it is often in the interest of legislators to collaborate on
legislation across chamber lines. In this research, we offer a novel theory of collaboration between upper and lower
chamber members in U.S. legislatures. We expect that exogenous characteristics like party, constituency, and joint
committee membership characterize collaboration across legislative chambers. Additionally, we expect that
endogenous patterns of reciprocity will also characterize choices about cross-chamber collaboration. Using data
on cross-chamber bill sponsorship in legislatures in Texas, Colorado, Maine, and Oklahoma, empirical evidence
largely corroborates our expectations. Cross-chamber collaborative choices are reciprocal, and reciprocity occurs
both within and between parties.

O

ne of the important institutional features of
nearly every U.S. legislature is that these
legislatures are bicameral, and before legislation can move on to an executive’s desk, it must first
pass both chambers in identical form.1 Therefore,
U.S. legislative politics requires consensus between
potentially disparate chambers with different rules
and memberships in order to make new laws.
Consequently, legislators in different chambers must
often work together to ensure that legislation is
palatable to both their respective colleagues. U.S.
legislative politics facilitates these interactions through
processes like conference committees and joint legislative
committees, but informal cross-chamber interactions
and collaborations between legislators are also likely to
be common. Legislators seeking to pass legislation claim
credit for policy changes, and promote good public
policy are likely to work across chambers in circumstances besides co-committee membership.
Indeed, in March of 2013, U.S. Senators Mark
Kirk (R-IL) and Joe Manchin (D-WV), along with
Representatives Rodney Davis (R-IL), Vern Buchanan
(R-FL), and Edward Markey (D-MA), jointly

introduced the ‘‘Safe Prescribing Act’’ to both of their
chambers.2 The Safe Prescribing Act was an effort to
reclassify hydrocodone painkillers as schedule II
controlled substances. At the same time, Senator
Kirk and Senator Richard Durbin (D-IL), along with
Representatives Randy Hultgren (R-IL) and Daniel
Lapinski (D-IL) also jointly introduced the ‘‘Great
Lakes Water Protection Act’’ as an effort to end
sewage dumping in the Great Lakes.3 Both bills
represented coordinated efforts across chamber lines
to pass identical pieces of legislation and to prevent
the bicameral design of the U.S. Congress from
stifling what the authors saw as critical legislation.
In fact, in the press release for the Great Lakes
Protection Act, Senator Durbin stated that, ‘‘I will
continue to work closely with Senator Kirk and
Congressmen Lipinski and Hultgren to ensure that
this national treasure is around for generations . . . ’’
(Kirk 2013). In other words, these actors planned to
continue their coordinated efforts across both party
and chamber lines. While a large portion of legislative
scholarship focuses on examining a legislative chamber
independent of its counterpart, these examples serve to

1
Supplemental appendices and replication materials can be found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0022381614000097 and on the authors’
website at www.jhkirkla.wordpress.com.
2

The Safe Prescribing Act was introduced as H.R. 1285 in the House and S. 621 in the Senate.

3

The Great Lakes Protection Act was introduced as H.R. 1185 and S.571 in each chamber.
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cross-chamber interactions
point out that legislators can and often do collaborate
on the development of legislation with members of the
opposing chamber.4
In this research, we offer a theory of this legislative collaboration across chambers. We assert that
partisanship and a general norm of reciprocity drive
cross-chamber collaborative relationships. Party governs
the initial formation of collaborative ties between legislators across chambers. However, we expect that the
reciprocation of those collaborative relationships will
occur regardless of the partisan nature of the initial tie
formation. Once two legislators form a cross-party
cross-chamber collaborative tie, it is just as likely to
be reciprocated as a cross-chamber collaborative tie
between two copartisans. This reciprocity emerges out
of concern over the long-term consequences of legislative choices and recognition that legislators must rely
on actors in the other chamber if their legislation is to
become law. This immediately implies that, controlling
for partisanship in initial collaborative tie formation, tie
reciprocity should occur commonly both within and
across party lines.
Cross-chamber interactions are of interest because
bicameral structures are nearly universal features of
U.S. legislatures. Some scholars argue that bicameralism suppresses the amount of policy that legislatures
produce (Adrian and Fine 1991; Grumm and Murphy
1991; Hill and Mladenka 1992; Levmore 1992). After
all, it is difficult enough to pass policies in a single
chamber. Adding additional veto points in a legislature
should inevitably stifle legislative productivity.5 Both
Binder (2003) and Rogers (2005b) offer some support
for this perspective by observing that divided legislatures are typically less productive than unified legislatures. Others have suggested that the relationship
between bicameralism and productivity is less clear
(Rogers 2001, 2005a). For example, Rogers (2003)
notes that so long as both chambers of a bicameral
legislature can reject and generate legislation, the
effects of bicameralism on legislative productivity
should be indeterminate.
In addition to the productivity of bicameral
legislatures, scholars have also studied the quality of
legislation produced by bicameral bodies. This line of
4
Other examples just from early 2013 of bipartisan, bicameral
legislation include the Marketplace Fairness Act (H.R. 684/S.336),
the Sunshine in the Courtroom Act (H.R. 3054/S. 657), and the
Water Infrastructure Now Public-Private Partnership Act (H.R.
1153/S. 566).
5

This is actually the purpose of bicameral legislative design.
George Washington famously noted that the Senate was to be the
saucer in which the legislation of the House was poured in order
to cool it.

argument posits that bicameral legislatures produce
more stable outcomes (Tsebelis and Money 1997),
and those outcomes are more internally sound due to
the high level of information used to construct them
(Rogers 2001; Tsebelis and Money 1997). From this
perspective, unicameral legislatures suffer from the
lack of careful deliberation forced on bicameral
chambers. Vander Wielen (2013) notes that conference
committees help generate bicameral agreement on
legislation while also helping avoid the risk of failure
in bargaining across the institutions. Additionally,
Rogers (2001) points out that even if two legislatures
have similar institutions and preference distributions,
the act of additional information coordination across
chambers improves the objective quality of legislation.
Despite the fact that chamber agreement plays
a central role in U.S. legislative politics, we know very
little about how the individuals in different chambers
work together. In the next section, we extend prior
work on cross-chamber collaboration by developing
a model of when and why two legislators in different
chambers might collaborate on legislation. Using data
on cross-chamber sponsorship of legislation in four
U.S. state legislatures and the tools of social-network
analysis, empirical results largely confirm the expectations from our model. When a bill passes in its
originating chamber, its primary sponsor in the other
chamber is likely to be a copartisan. However, when
a bill receives a cross-partisan sponsor in the other
chamber, the likelihood that the cross-party sponsor
will reciprocate that sponsorship in the future is
extremely high. Thus, high levels of reciprocity characterize cross-chamber interactions, and partisanship
does not suppress this norm. We also find evidence
that constituency overlap between upper and lower
chamber members consistently predicts the likelihood
that they will collaborate on legislation across chamber
lines.

A Theory of Cross-Chamber
Collaboration
We wish to consider patterns that exist in collaboration between legislators across legislative chambers.
Because most bicameral legislatures operate without
formal rules regarding cross-chamber interactions,
patterns in cross-chamber collaboration are likely to
be driven by (1) the behavioral norms that develop
in a legislature and (2) the rules regarding influence
within each chamber. The basic goals each legislator
is pursuing and the repeated behaviors that maximize
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the probability of a legislator realizing his or her goals
are likely to drive the development of these norms.
That is, a member of a legislature must engage in
behavior that secures his or her own goals with the
knowledge that he or she is dependent on other legislators for success. Because collective decision -making
in a legislature requires the support of many actors, legislators must seek out the favor of others and must
engage in repeated interactions. It is this interdependence and reliance on other actors that encourages
behavioral norms that are themselves distinct from the
codified rules of a chamber. It is reasonable then to
suspect that a reliance on other actors in other chambers
for success will also encourage the development of
legislative norms across chambers.6
To develop a theory of legislative norms regarding collaboration across a bicameral legislature, we
begin with a few assumptions about legislators. First,
we assume legislators desire reelection. Mayhew (1974)
points out that this is the proximate goal of most
legislators. Second, we assume that legislators wish to
be influential in the policymaking process. In the
trinity of legislative goals first espoused by Fenno
(1973), good public policy and influence within the
chamber are two of the three primary drivers of legislative behavior. Without the power to affect policy,
members cannot expect to secure pork and other
finitely divisible goods for their constituency. Finally,
and perhaps most importantly, we assume that legislators are forward-looking. Legislators recognize that
the production of legislation is a dynamic enterprise
and their behavior today may influence their success
or lack thereof tomorrow. These legislators wish to
pass laws in order to win reelection and must rely on
actors in other chambers in order to pass those laws.
They also recognize that that reliance on other actors
may occur immediately or in the future.
This reliance on other actors in other chambers
for both long-term and short-term legislative success
means that when the time comes for one of these
legislators to seek out a collaborative partner in the
other chamber, that legislator is likely to target members
of his or her own party. Copartisans are ideologically
proximate to one another and have similar interests in
maintaining the success of the party brand. Thus, we
6

While some authors note the relative mildness of the consequences for violating legislative norms (Diermeier 1995; Huitt
1957, 1961), others note the prevalence of norms such as
reciprocity or logrolling (Carrubba and Volden 2000; Matthews
1959; Weingast 1979). Given the relative lack of formal rules and
institutional motivations for the formation of cross-chamber
coalitions, norms are likely to play a key role in interactions
across the chambers of a bicameral legislature.

should expect partisanship to define collaborative
connections across legislative chambers. It should be
extremely unlikely for a successful House bill authored
by Republican House member to find support among
the Senate Democrats for example.
Once a legislator has established his or her initial
set of collaborative connections, the time may come
when a legislator’s collaborative partners ask the
legislator to reciprocate. A lower-chamber member
who finds upper-chamber support for his or her bills
will eventually face upper-chamber partners who require
lower-chamber support. Because this lower-chamber
member recognizes that a failure to repay the favor of
an upper-chamber member may harm his or her future
chances of legislative success, he or she should be very
likely to repay, or reciprocate, collaborative support
across chambers. A failure to do so could be potentially
damaging to a legislator’s long-term goal of legislative
success. Thus, we should expect high degree of
reciprocity in cross-chamber collaborations. This is
similar to the ways that actors develop cooperative
norms in many repeated or sequential game environments (Axelrod 1986; Jackson and Watts 2001;
Palfrey and Rosenthal 1994). Indeed, Jackson,
Rodriguez-Barraguer, and Tan (2012) demonstrate
that regular but infrequent interactions coupled
with an ability to monitor a counterparts behavior
are all that are necessary for norms of reciprocity to
emerge in the exchange of favors in small societies.
Evolutionary game theory has also pointed out that
other mechanisms like guilt aversion (Charness and
Dufewnberg 2006), nonrandom introductions (Ohtsuki,
et al. 2006), and the underlying intentions of altruistic
behavior (Falk and Fischbacher 2006) all help encourage
reciprocity in repeated interactions.
A legislator’s concern about the long-term implications of choices for his or her legislative success also
implies certain things about cross-party collaborations.
As stated earlier, initial collaborative partnerships
should be strongly partisan. However, the reciprocation
of those collaborative partnerships should be common
across party lines controlling for the probability of
observing the initial tie. Suppose a Republican lowerchamber member, i, introduces a piece of legislation
that passes in the lower chamber and moves to the
upper chamber. Further suppose the Democratic
upper-chamber member, j, sponsors and provides
support for this bill in the upper chamber (an unlikely
event). The bill lives its life in the upper chamber and
passes or fails. Now some time later, j has passed some
legislation in the upper chamber. Now i faces an
opportunity to reciprocate j’s support or ignore it.
Should i fail to reciprocate, he or she will have lost j’s
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support in the future and that loss of support influences i’s decisions even if i and j are of different parties.
In other words, controlling for the low probability of
cross-party ties, we expect that cross-party reciprocity is
just as common as within-party reciprocity across
legislative chambers. Partisan differences drive the initial
formation of a collaborative relationship, but controlling for those initial ties, reciprocity should be common
both within and across party lines. Legislators are
perfectly willing to maintain cross-party relationships
once they exist; they are just unlikely to form them in
the first place.7
This account of collaborative tie formation and
reciprocity leaves us with a few key hypotheses. First,
within-party connections should be common while
cross-party connections should be reasonably rare.
Second, controlling for partisanship in initial
connection formation, reciprocity should be high
in cross-chamber collaborations. Finally, this general
level of reciprocity across chambers should be constant
within and across parties.
Thus far, our theory has focused on developing
empirical expectations regarding the observed patterns
of interdependence in cross-chamber legislative collaboration (high levels of reciprocity). We have developed
expectations regarding the patterns of collaboration
between legislators that we could not define outside
the context of the choices themselves. Theories regarding the structure interdependence in legislative behavior
are uncommon.8 Typical approaches to the study of
legislators’ choices assert that characteristics of the legislators or legislature drive these choices. These alternative explanations fail to account for the interdependence
in legislative decision making, but we must also account
for them in our theory if we are to properly assess the
effects of interdependence on legislators’ decisions.
If we believe legislators’ preferences for public
policy and hopes for reelection govern legislative
collaboration across chambers, we should expect that
legislators from the same geographies are likely to
collaborate on legislation. A lower-chamber member
and upper-chamber member whose districts overlap
7

should be likely to work together. They represent at
least some of the same constituents, have interests in
garnering appropriations for the same people, and
have interests in generating successful legislation so
that they can both credit claim during elections. It is
also likely that the more two legislators’ districts
overlap, the more likely they are to have the same
district median voter to pursue. Thus, controlling for
party, we should expect legislators with overlapping
districts to collaborate across chambers.
Additionally, some preliminary evidence indicates
that legislators who serve on committees together are
more likely to cosponsor and collaborate on legislation
(Bratton and Rouse 2011; Zhang et al. 2008). Legislators
serving on the same committee typically have overlapping issue interests and have an opportunity to learn
about one another’s preferences on a specific set of
issues. While legislators across chambers do not serve
on standing committees together, nearly every legislature in the country makes use of joint committees
comprised of legislators from both upper and lower
chambers.9 If co-committee membership fosters collaboration because two legislators on the same committee
share similar issue interests, we should expect that two
legislators serving together on joint committees are
more likely to collaborate on legislation together.
Finally, we might expect chamber leadership like
majority leaders, minority leaders, and committee
chairs to collaborate commonly with the opposing
chamber’s leadership. Because legislative leaders are
responsible for agenda setting and bill progress in
most legislative settings, when a lower-chamber
leader passes some legislation in the lower-chamber,
then that lower-chamber leader is likely to seek out
an upper-chamber leader to help further his or her
bill. Additionally, opposing chamber leadership may
be more likely to grant a request for collaboration to
other legislative leaders than they are to rank-and-file
members. A rank-and-file member may wish to have a
leader as a collaborative partner, but there is no guarantee that a leader will acquiesce to such a request.

Data and Methods

A number of experimental and game theoretic approaches
suggest that reciprocity is a norm in human social interactions,
even when trust between the players is low. Berg, Dickhaut, and
McCabe (1995) and Carlin and Love (2011) both demonstrate
that reciprocity in experimental settings exists among players
with little reason to trust one another.

In order to test our expectations regarding both the
exogenous and endogenous determinants of crosschamber collaboration in legislatures, we require

8
More qualitative work has supposed that legislators rely on one
another for decisions since at least Routt (1938). Additionally,
Matthews and Stimson (1975) and Kingdon (1973) explicitly
demonstrate through interviews that legislators are dependent on
one another for their legislative decisions.

9
Indeed, all of the Maine legislature’s substantive committees are
joint committees. The only standing committees in each chamber
are procedural committees.
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some observable indicator of that collaboration.
Unfortunately, U.S. legislatures rarely record crosschamber interactions. However, a few state legislatures do allow members in upper and lower chambers
to sign on to one another’s bills as sponsors, authors,
or cosponsors. In particular, the Texas state legislature
uses four different categories to identify sponsorships of
introduced legislation. The legislator who introduces
a bill in its originating chamber is referred to as an
author. Other legislators in the originating chamber
expressing support for the bill through sponsorship are
referred to as coauthors. Each bill that passes out of its
originating chamber must receive a sponsor in the
opposing chamber who is referred to as the sponsor
of the bill. Other legislators wishing to express
support for a bill in the opposing chamber are
called cosponsors. So a House Bill in the Texas state
legislature may have an author (in the Texas House),
a sponsor (in the Texas Senate), coauthors, and
cosponsors. This multicategory system provides an
excellent venue in which to test our theory.
To construct a data set to test our expectations,
we gathered data from the OpenStates project on all
of the legislation introduced in the 81st session of
the Texas legislature (January to July of 2009).10
To construct the network of cross-chamber interactions in the legislature, we build an adjacency matrix
where matrix element ij is coded 1 if legislative member
i has sponsored a bill that legislator j authored.
We ignore all coauthors and cosponsors. This provides
us with a directed social network indicating when a
legislator in the originating chamber received sponsorship support from a legislator in the opposing chamber.
We focus just on author-to-sponsor connections because the legislative rules of Texas place strong emphasis
on the fact that a bill’s sponsor is responsible for its path
through the opposing chamber including things like
ensuring timely committee debate on the bill, speaking
on behalf of the bill, and gathering cosponsors for
the bill. This concentration of sponsor-to-author
connections also means we are only examining
collaboration on legislation that has passed one of
the Texas legislative chambers already. Only bills that
pass one of the two chambers in the Texas legislature
receive a sponsor in the opposing chamber.
The construction of this adjacency matrix results
in a network of 181 legislators with 3,727 cross-chamber
10

OpenStates is a data-gathering project by the Sunlight Foundation that seeks to construct a comprehensive dataset of all
introduced legislation in U.S. state legislatures. OpenStates
gathers data on bill introductions, bill histories, committee
structures, roll-call votes, and some legislator characteristics.
The website for OpenStates is: http://openstates.org/.

connections on legislation.11 We also generate independent variables indicating the party affiliation of each
actor in the network (coded 1 for Republicans and
0 otherwise), the chamber membership of each actor
(coded 1 for upper-chamber members and 0 otherwise),
whether each actor in the network is a legislative leader
or not (coded 1 for (1) majority leaders in either
chamber, (2) minority leaders in either chamber, or (3)
standing committee chairs in either chamber), and each
legislator’s joint legislative committee membership.
Figure 1 provides an initial social-network graph of
the Texas cross-chamber collaborative network using
the Fruchterman Reingold (1991) placement algorithm.
In the graph, triangles represent upper-chamber members while squares represent lower-chamber members.
We color Republicans black and Democrats grey. Those
we code as legislative leaders are large nodes while rankand-file members are smaller nodes. Several patterns
appear prominent in the network. First, legislative
leaders from the Texas Senate populate the center of
the network, while rank-and-file House members
populate the periphery. Additionally, unlike other cosponsorship networks, party clusters are not particularly
evident in cross-chamber activities.
In addition to party, leadership, and joint committee membership, the final exogenous characteristic
of interest to us is the overlap between each Senate and
each House members’ districts. Based on our earlier
theoretical development, we expect opposing-chamber
members to support originating-chamber members
more often if their districts overlap. That is, when two
legislators represent many of the same constituents, we
expect them to work together commonly. To construct
our district-overlap variable, we again construct a
blank adjacency matrix with 181 rows and columns.
We then gather electoral returns at the precinct level
from the Elections Division of the Texas Secretary of
State. Element ij in our district-overlap matrix is then
coded as the number of precincts that cast votes in
the elections of both legislators i and j. Thus, if
House member i and Senator j both represented
four precincts, element ij would be coded as 4. The
minimum of this district-overlap matrix is 0, and
the maximum is 120 (implying that two legislators’
districts overlap by 120 precincts).
Having constructed a social network of crosschamber collaborations in the Texas legislature, and
having constructed all of the relevant exogenous effects
on that network, we now turn to our estimation
11
OpenStates identifies roughly 12,000 unique pieces of introduced legislation in the Texas 81st legislature. Of that, 3,727
pieces of legislation received a cross-chamber sponsor.
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F IGURE 1 The Cross-Chamber Collaborative Network of the 81st Texas State Legislature

strategy. Typical approaches to dyadic data in political
science make use of logistic regression. Unfortunately,
social networks like those we use are rife with interdependence between actors’ choices. This violates
the traditional regression assumption of conditionally
independently distributed outcomes. Indeed, we
are explicitly interested in the patterns of interdependence in the network on theoretical grounds.

As such, we make use of the exponential random
graph model (ERGM) to estimate the effects of
both the exogenous variables of interest and the
patterns of actor-interdependence on the formation of
the cross-chamber collaborative network.
ERGMs have become increasingly common in
political science research on networks (Aleman and
Calvo 2012; Box-Steffensmeier and Christenson 2012;
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F IGURE 2 The Emergence of Star Patterns in the Cross-Chamber Network

Bratton and Rouse 2011; Cranmer, Desmarais, and
Menninga 2012; Gerber, Henry, and Lubell 2013),
and interested readers can find an excellent introduction to the logic of ERGMs in Cranmer and
Desmarais (2011). To briefly review, ERGMs seek to
estimate parameters that make the observed graph or
network most likely in a distribution of random
graphs. Because the ERGM treats the entire network
as the observation of interest, it is capable of examining which global patterns like reciprocity are unusually
common in the observed network. ERGMs perform
this task by incorporating change statistics that simply
count the number of global patterns of interdependence in a network. For example, an analyst may
include the level of reciprocity in connections as an
independent variable of interest in an ERGM. The
ERGM will then determine the reciprocity coefficient
by finding the value of reciprocity across the distribution of random networks that make the observed
patterns in network most likely. ERGM coefficients
can be interpreted at the dyadic level as the log-odds
change in observing a tie between actors ij given some

change in a variable of interest or at the global level
using posterior simulations to build simulated networks.12 Because the coefficients on global patterns of
interdependence are estimated relative to a distribution
of random graphs, we can think of those coefficients as
how many more reciprocal dyads are observed in our
network than would be observed in a randomly
generated network.
The exogenous characteristics of Texas legislators
and the patterns of reciprocity in the Texas crosschamber network provide us with all the necessary
pieces to test our theory of cross-chamber collaboration.
However, our exclusive focus on cross-chamber
collaboration (excluding within-chamber collaboration)
requires that we add some additional structure to our
model. Consider Figure 2a. In this figure, we see that
12
It should be noted that in the absence of interdependence,
ERGMs are simply dyadic logistic regressions. It is the fact that
ERGMs allow an analyst to control for and test for patterns of
interdependence in a network that distinguishes it from traditional regression approaches.
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Senators i and j have formed a connection to House
member k. In many social networks, the tendency
toward triangle closure would increase the likelihood
that Senator i and j closed this ‘‘two-star’’ off into a
triangle (Cranmer, Desmarais, and Menninga 2012).
However, in our networks of interest, this triangle
closure cannot happen. If we extrapolate this pattern
across many legislators, we arrive at something akin to
Figure 2b. Two-stars become very common in such
a network precisely because triangles cannot be closed.
We account for this in our network models of crosschamber collaboration by (1) including an endogenous
model term for two-stars in the network and (2)
including an offset statistic set at -‘ on the dyads from
the same chamber. This offset term ensures that our
models never simulate within-chamber connections.
This combined with an endogenous term for two-stars
should be sufficient to account for the patterns in our
data that results from our exclusive focus on crosschamber ties.
As stated earlier, we have a number of expectations regarding the structure of the cross-chamber
collaborative network in Texas. First, we expect
reciprocity to be a powerful driver of the network.
Second, we expect members of the same party to be
more likely to collaborate across chambers and members of opposite parties to be unlikely to collaborate.
Third, we expect that controlling for partisanship in tie
formation, reciprocity will be equally common for
within- and cross-party dyads. Fourth, we expect two
legislators whose districts overlap to be more likely to
collaborate across chambers. Fifth, we expect that
legislators who serve on joint committees together will
be likely to collaborate on legislation. Finally, we
expect that legislative leaders will be likely to work
together, while rank-and-file members will collaborate
with any legislator willing to assist them.

Results
Table 1 presents a model predicting the structure of
the cross-chamber collaborative network of the 81st
Texas legislature. Covariates in the model include
whether the members of a dyad are both Democrats,
both Republicans, both legislative leaders, both rankand-file members, serve on the same joint committee,
the number of overlapping precincts between the
dyad, a general reciprocity term, specific reciprocity
terms for Democratic and Republican dyads, a term
for out-two-stars, and the total edges in the network.
It is important to note that in an ERGM, the dyadspecific coefficients represent the change in the log-odds

T ABLE 1

Exponential Random Graph Model
Predicting Cross-Chamber Ties in the
81st Texas Legislature

Variable Name

ERGM Coefficients

Both Democrats
Both Republican
Same Joint Committee
Overlapping Districts
Both Leaders
Both Rank-and-File
General Reciprocity
ReciprocityDem,Dem
ReciprocityRep,Rep
Out-Stars
Edges

0.239
0.595
-0.115
0.058
0.325
-0.028
1.338
0.132
-0.173
0.024
-2.534

% Correct Tiesmodel
% Correct Tiesnull
AIC
BIC
Number of Actors

33.75
6.24

*
*
*
*
*

(0.077, 0.028)
(0.087, 0.028)
(0.039, 0.012)
(0.005 0.001)
(0.059, 0.013)
(0.050, 0.013)
* (0.126, 0.062)
(0.183, 0.062)
(0.196, 0.061)
* (0.001, 0.001)
* (0.072, 0.038)

6632
6715
181

Note: Cell entries report coefficient values from an exponential
random graph model predicting the structure of cross-chamber
collaborations in the 81st Texas Legislature. MLE and MCMC
Standard Errors respectively are reported in parentheses. An
unestimated, offset coefficient of -‘ in included in the model on
‘‘Same Chamber,’’ which ensures that the ERGM will not simulate
within chamber connections. A burn-in period of 75,000 MCMC
iterations and an MCMC sample of 50,000 was used.
*p , 0.05.

of a connection between two actors in a dyad over the
baseline log-odds of a connection. The coefficient on
Democratic dyad’s reciprocity represents how much
more reciprocity exists between two Democratic actors
than the baseline level of reciprocity predicts. Similarly,
the Both Republicans coefficient reveals how much
more likely a tie is between two Republican actors than
the Edges coefficient implies.
The results presented in the table indicate two
Democrats are much more likely to build a connection than two actors who are not both Democrats
(implied by the positive and statistically significant
coefficient on Both Democrats). The same is true for
two Republicans. Because there are only three possible dyad types (both Democrats, both Republicans,
cross-party) and we have accounted for the increased
log-odds of connections within parties, the Edges
term represents the log-odds of a connection across
party lines. This term is negative and statistically significantly different from zero. Taken together, these
three coefficients then indicate that within-party connections are very common in the network, and
controlling for that increased probability, cross-party
connections are extremely uncommon.
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F IGURE 3 Change in Dyad-Type Connections between Estimated Model in Table 1 and a Null Model

The estimated coefficients on reciprocity tell a
slightly different story. The general level of reciprocity
in the network is extremely high. The coefficient on
general reciprocity is positive and statistically significantly different from zero. However, the coefficients
on reciprocity between two Democratic actors and
between two Republican actors are not statistically
significantly different from zero. This implies that
reciprocity between copartisans is no more or less
frequent than the general level of reciprocity in the
network. Since there are only three types of dyads in
the network, this implies that within-party reciprocated
ties are no more or less common than cross-party
reciprocated ties. This lack of party-conditioned reciprocity matches our theoretical expectations perfectly.
That is, if legislators have formed their initial set of ties
and are concerned about the long-term implications of
subsequent choices, then the decision to reciprocate ties
should not be conditional on party.
While interpreting signs and significances from
ERGMs follows conventional approaches to model
interpretation, interpreting the magnitude of coeffi-

cients can be challenging. To aid in the interpretation
of the magnitude of effects estimated in the model,
we have constructed Figures 3 and 4. In these figures,
we begin by simulating a network directly from the
estimated coefficients reported in Table 1. We then
simulate a second network, setting the relevant
coefficient equal to zero. Finally, we compare a quantity
of interest from our two simulated networks to gauge
how much more frequently certain network patterns
are in our estimated networks than in a network where
the effect of interest is zero. We then repeat this process
2,500 times to estimate confidence intervals.
As an example, we begin by estimating a single
network using the coefficients in the model. We then
estimate a second network fixing the coefficient on
Edges to zero and maintaining the values on all the
other coefficients. We then compare our full model
network’s number of edges to the number of edges in
the network with the Edges coefficient set to zero.
Since the null network maintains the positive coefficients on Both Democrats and Both Republicans, the
result of this comparison reveals to us the predicted
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F IGURE 4 Change in Proportion of Reciprocated Dyads between Estimated Model in Table 1 and a Null
Model with no Reciprocity

level of cross-party ties in our estimated networks
relative to a model where there are randomly distributed cross-party ties. We repeat this process fixing
Edges, Both Democrats, or Both Republicans to zero.
Thus, we can evaluate the effects of the coefficients on
the entire network, while holding the other global
effects on the network constant. The results of this
posterior simulation exercise are reported in Figure 3.
As the figure shows, the multiplicative change in
the number of cross-party ties in our estimated
model relative to a null model is roughly 0.3. That
is, our model estimates that there are only 30% of the
cross-party ties in the Texas cross-chamber network
as there would be in a network with randomly generated
cross-party ties. However, there are roughly 30% more
Democrat-to-Democrat ties in our simulated networks
than we would expect by random chance and 100%
more Republican-to-Republican ties than we would
expect due to random chance.13 All of the confidence
13

It should be noted at this point that the 81st Texas legislature
was controlled by the Republican Party.

intervals in these simulations indicate that these effects
are statistically distinct from zero.14
We estimate the magnitude of reciprocity effects
using the same method. Figure 4 indicates that there
are roughly 3.5 times as many cross-party reciprocated dyads in the network as we would expect due to
random chance. Additionally, there are 3.4 times as
many Democrat-to-Democrat reciprocated dyads
and three times as many Republican-to-Republican
reciprocated dyads as we would expect due to random
chance. All of these changes are statistically significantly
different from zero, but importantly, none are statistically significantly different from one another. In other
words, controlling for the difference in tie formation
across and within parties, there are very high levels of
reciprocity in the cross-chamber collaboration network,
14
An effect of zero would produce a multiplicative change in our
simulated networks of one. That is, a multiplicative change of one
would imply that the effects of the coefficients in our model
produce the same network patterns as a network with no effects
at all.
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F IGURE 5 Goodness-of-Fit Metrics for ERGM Presented in Table 1

and there are just as many cross-party reciprocal dyads
as there are within-party reciprocal dyads.
In addition to our key results on partisanship and
reciprocity, our model indicates that two legislators
both being leaders and two legislators having
overlapping districts increased the probability of
a tie connecting the two. Increases in the number
of constituents that two legislators simultaneously
represent strongly impacts the degree to which they
collaborate on legislation. This mirrors results on
multi member districts presented by Kirkland
(2012). Somewhat surprisingly, two legislators
being on the same joint committees made them
less likely to collaborate across chambers. Joint
committees do not seem to foster the same sorts of
collaborative relationships as standing committees
do within their chambers. Finally, as expected,
out-two-stars are also quite common in the
network.15

15

Because ties have direction in our network, we have the option
of including either out-stars or in-stars. The collinearity between
in- and out-stars means that including both in the model at the
same time results in nonconvergence. We include the star term
that maximizes model fit and leave the opposing directional star
term out of the model.

The final step in our analysis of the Texas crosschamber collaborative network is to interpret the
quality of fit for our ERGM. Table 1 reports one
goodness-of-fit statistic labeled ‘‘Percent Correct
Ties.’’ This statistic reports the percentage of realized
ties that exist in the network that the model correctly
predicted. We compare this statistic to the number of
correctly predicted ties from a network with just an
Edges covariate. As the table indicates, a model with
just an Edges covariate correctly predicts 6.24% of the
ties in the network. However, our estimated model
predicts 33.75% of the ties in the network correctly.
We also plot goodness-of-fit measures in Figure 5.
A useful way to assess the quality of an ERGM is to
assess how well the ERGM predicts network structures not directly estimated in the model. Figure 5
plots the actual degree distribution from the Texas
cross-chamber collaborative network and compares
that actual degree distribution to the degree distribution from networks simulated using our model
coefficients. If our model is a good representation of
the data-generating process governing the network’s
formation, it should provide us with a good approximation of the true degree distribution from the
network. As the figure clearly shows, our model
returns degree distributions that closely match the
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T ABLE 2

Exponential Random Graph Model Predicting Cross-Chamber Ties in the 2011-2012 U.S.
Legislatures

Variable Name
Both Democrats
Both Republican
Same Joint Committee
Overlapping Districts
Both Leaders
Both Rank-and-File
General Reciprocity
ReciprocityDem,Dem
ReciprocityRep,Rep
Out-Stars
In-Stars
Edges
% Correct Tiesmodel
% Correct Tiesnull
AIC
BIC
Number of Actors

Maine
0.776
1.112
0.320
0.005
-0.395
-0.665
1.111
0.242
-0.231
—
0.019
-3.492
6.0
1.2

* (0.137, 0.005)
* (0.152, 0.003)
* (0.122, 0.001)
(0.057, 0.001)
(0.217, 0.003)
* (0.120, 0.002)
* (0.484, 0.027)
(0.567, 0.030)
(0.630, 0.031)
(0.017, 0.001
* (0.136, 0.004)

3859
3941
188

Oklahoma
1.037
0.958
-0.078
0.129
0.280
-0.086
2.524
-0.324
-1.186
—
0.050
-3.872
15.4
5.0

* (0.116, 0.023)
* (0.181, 0.022)
(0.059, 0.003)
* (0.011, 0.001)
* (0.096, 0.003)
(0.070, 0.005)
* (0.296, 0.056)
(0.326, 0.057)
* (0.533, 0.063)
* (0.007, 0.003)
* (0.124, 0.027)

6071
6151
149

Colorado
0.465
0.293
0.386
0.045
0.904
-0.069
1.903
-0.877
-0.421
0.082
—
-3.262
15.3
4.1

* (0.150, 0.036)
* (0.147, 0.041)
* (0.125, 0.011)
* (0.005, 0.001)
* (0.309, 0.021)
(0.079, 0.023)
* (0.263, 0.086)
* (0.423, 0.087)
(0.402, 0.078)
* (0.006, 0.003)
* (0.116, 0.054)

3182
3254
100

Note: Cell entries report coefficient values from an exponential random graph model predicting the structure of cross-chamber
collaborations in four U.S. legislatures in their 2011–12 sessions. MLE and MCMC Standard Errors respectively are reported in
parenthesis. An unestimated, offset coefficient of -‘ in included in the model on ‘‘Same Chamber,’’ which ensures that the ERGM will
not simulate within chamber connections. In- and Out-Stars refer to directed two-stars. A burn-in period of 75,000 MCMC iterations
and an MCMC sample of 50,000 was used.
*p , 0.05.

true degree distribution from the original network.
Thus, our model seems to fit the data quite well.16
While we have focused carefully on the Texas
case, Texas is not the only state legislature to allow
upper-chamber members to directly sign on to lowerchamber bills and vice versa. A thorough search of
legislative rules and glossaries across the other U.S.
state legislatures reveals that five other states allow
opposing-chamber members to sign directly on to
originating-chamber bills. Those states are Maine,
Oklahoma, Colorado, California, and Arizona. In
order to demonstrate the generality of our results,
we replicate the model presented in Table 1 for the
Maine, Oklahoma, and Colorado legislatures again
using OpenStates’ data on bill introductions and
sponsorships. California is absent from our replications because Open-States’ files for California failed
to record cross-chamber sponsorships. Arizona is
absent from the data because we were unable to
locate data on the joint committee memberships of
legislators in the 2011–12 Arizona legislature.

16

Supplemental Appendices B and C provide alternative model
specifications of the Texas cross-chamber network to test
hypotheses regarding both the timing of cross-chamber interactions and the ideal points of the legislators in the chamber.

There are a few important institutional differences
to note between the legislatures in our replication
exercise and the Texas legislature. The Maine legislature
allows for cross-chamber bill sponsorship but does not
distinguish between the first and other sponsors in the
opposing chamber. In Texas, we were able to note who
the primary supporter of a bill was in the opposing
chamber. We cannot do so for the Maine legislature.
As such, our cross-chamber collaboration network for
the Maine legislature includes any opposing-chamber
legislator who signed on to an originating-chamber bill.
Colorado’s legislature uses a system of cross-chamber
sponsorship very much like Texas, with distinctions
existing for the primary and secondary sponsors of
bills in both the originating and opposing chamber.
However, Colorado’s GAVEL law requires that every
bill introduced in a Colorado legislative chamber receive
a vote on the floor of that chamber. While many bills
still fail in the Colorado legislature, Colorado’s committees have much weaker gatekeeping power than that
of Texas’ legislative committees. Colorado’s legislators
must also deal with term limits. Finally, in the
Oklahoma legislature, bills must have a principal
author in the opposing chamber before legislation
passes in its originating chamber rather than after.
In spite of these institutional differences across
legislatures, we still have an opportunity to test our
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F IGURE 6 Change in Tie Frequency by Dyad Type Between Estimated Model and Null Model

theory regarding partisanship and reciprocity across
chambers in each of these legislatures. We rerun the
same model reported in Table 1 for the cross-chamber
collaborative network in the Maine, Oklahoma, and
Colorado legislatures. The cross-chamber networks are
constructed in exactly the same way as the Texas crosschamber network where a tie exists between legislators i
and j if legislator i has cosponsored a bill across chamber
lines with legislator j. Again, we do not record any
within-chamber cosponsorships. The results of these
models are reported in Table 2.17
We again see that across all three models, the
coefficients on Both Democrats and Both Republicans
are positive and significant and the coefficient on Edges
is negative and significant. This implies that in each of
the three legislatures within-party ties were extremely
common and cross-party ties were extremely uncommon. Additionally, across all three models, the general
17

Maine’s state legislature had three legislators who are registered
independents. We coded these legislators as Democrats because
they caucus with the Democratic Party and because they vote
consistently with other Democrats.

reciprocity term is positive and statistically significant.
The models do report some significant differences
between general reciprocity and within-party reciprocity
among the Oklahoma Republicans and Colorado
Democrats, but surprisingly, these differences are
negative, implying that reciprocity within these
parties is less common than reciprocity across party
lines. Recall that because the within-party reciprocity
terms are estimated simultaneously with the general
reciprocity term, the general reciprocity term estimates
reciprocity controlling for within-party reciprocity.
The general reciprocity term estimates the log-odds
of a reciprocal tie across party lines. Thus, in all four of
the models we present, cross-party reciprocity across
legislative chambers is at least as common as withinparty reciprocity, despite the fact that initial ties are
highly partisan in nature.
To aid in interpretation of the magnitude of these
effects, we re-create Figures 3 and 4, but this time we
include simulated results from all four state legislatures
for which we ran models. These simulated results are
presented in Figures 6 and 7. In each state, Figure 6
demonstrates that within-party ties are much more
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F IGURE 7 Change in Reciprocal Ties by Dyad Type between Estimated Model and Null Model

common than we would expect due to random chance
while cross-party ties are much less common than we
would expect due to random chance.18 Controlling for
those partisan differences in tie formation, Figure 7
indicates that reciprocal ties across party lines were
more common than would be expected by random
chance in all four state legislatures. Indeed, the only
reciprocal ties not to be significantly more common
than random chance are reciprocal ties within the
Oklahoma and Maine Republican parties. The most
pronounced cross-party reciprocity effect is in the
Oklahoma state legislature where there are eight times
as many cross-party reciprocal dyads as would be
expected in the network due to random chance.
In more concrete terms, this means that given a
cross-party tie exists in the Oklahoma cross-chamber
18

In 2011, the Oklahoma and Maine state legislature were
controlled by Republicans. In Colorado, the Democrats controlled the upper chamber while Republicans held a one-seat
majority in the lower chamber. Thus, these cross-chamber
partisan divisions hold up in unified and divided state
legislatures.

network, the odds of it being reciprocated are eight
times greater than random chance.19 Thus, our main
theoretical expectations find empirical support in
each of the four state legislatures we examine.
Cross-chamber tie formation is highly partisan
across all four legislatures, while cross-chamber tie
reciprocity occurs commonly both within and across
party lines.

Discussion
In this research, we have presented a theory explaining the cross-chamber collaborative choices of U.S.
legislators. Our theory is unique in several ways. First,
our theory makes predictions regarding the structure
of interdependence in the cross-chamber collaborative
network. Second, we make predictions about how that
interdependence may or may not be conditional on
19

We provide network plots and goodness-of-fit plots analogous
to Figures 1 and 5 in the supplemental appendix to this article.
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exogenous characteristics. We expect that decisions
about which legislators from the opposing chamber
to support are a function of exogenous characteristics
like party, constituency, committee membership, and
leadership as well as endogenous patterns of interdependence like reciprocity. We expect legislative
decisions about whom to collaborate with across
chamber lines will be strongly characterized by
party, and controlling for partisanship in tie formation, reciprocity will be common both within and
across party lines.
It is important to point out that this need not
be the case. Legislators may be hesitant to form
cross-party ties and hesitant to reciprocate the rare
cross-party collaboration. Instead, our empirical
results largely support our expectations of a general
norm of legislative reciprocity. Using data on
cross-chamber bill sponsorship from the Texas,
Oklahoma, Colorado, and Maine state legislatures
in 2011, we find that partisanship defines tie
formation, but tie reciprocation is common both
within and across party lines. These results hold up
when we account for constituency overlap, joint
committee membership, and leadership positions
within the legislature, though there may still be
other types of homophily in legislative networks
worth investigating. These results are also consistent
across unified (Texas, Maine, and Oklahoma) and
divided (Colorado) legislative settings. We also find
that increasing overlap in two legislators’ constituencies
encourages collaboration, while somewhat surprisingly,
comembership on joint committees increases collaboration in the Maine and Colorado legislature while it
depresses collaboration in the Texas legislature.
These results are important for scholars of legislative behavior and legislative gridlock in a number
of ways. A huge literature has focused on the increased
partisan divisions in U.S. legislative behavior and
choices. Our work supports that perspective.
Partisanship plays a key role in the formation of
collaborative relationships across chamber lines.
Additionally, our results indicate that once legislators
bridge those partisan divisions, bipartisanship becomes
subject to a larger norm of reciprocity. It is the initial
decision to engage in bipartisanship that is costly, but
once legislators pay that cost, bipartisan behavior
becomes quite common. Given that Binder (2003)
points out that one of the primary impediments to
legislative activity is conflict between legislative chambers, this would seem to be a critical insight into the
causes of gridlock. Minimizing the costs of initial
bipartisan collaboration would be a step towards much
more bipartisan chambers.
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